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Most loudspeakers can’t show nuances.

With Dynaudio loudspeakers music simply sounds right.
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A passion for music is something special. Music allows us to
feel so much more than just a series of notes or the fundamental
sound of an instrument.
Through a vast knowledge and understanding of music reproduction, the loudspeaker
specialists at Dynaudio have invented a unique driver technology that renders music in
perfect authenticity. Dynaudio “Authentic Fidelity” is much more than refined technical
details and dedicated craftsmanship. Listening to a Dynaudio loudspeaker is like listening
to music for the very first time. It is to “relive music”.

“They just sounded right – natural, detailed with excellent imaging.”
Peter Mew, Senior Re-mastering Engineer at Abbey Road Studios,
on Dynaudio loudspeakers.
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Without the Danes there would be no loudspeakers:
In 1819, Hans Christian Ørsted discovered the properties
of electromagnetism. And in 1915, the first loudspeaker was
designed by a Dane.

It seems that inventive talent and a sense of style, precision
and authenticity is natural in Denmark. Plus, Danes simply
love what they do. This is likely why a company as passionate
and dedicated as Dynaudio could only hail from Denmark.
Nearly 30 years ago in the small Danish town of Skanderborg, a group of engineers who
shared a passion for music came to the conclusion that even the best loudspeakers available at the time were incapable of playing music without coloration. They established a
new company to change this: Dynaudio. To this day, the Dynaudio R&D team relies on its
own innovations for material selection, manufacturing processes, and component matching. Even the smallest details receive maximum attention. Dynaudio loudspeakers are a
unique combination of innovative technology, state-of-the-art precision manufacturing, and
true hand-craftsmanship, the latter being an innate Danish characteristic. Such passionate
awareness and effort is unheard of with almost any other loudspeaker company, but for
Dynaudio it is a fundamental requirement in order to achieve the highest possible sound
quality.
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Wilfried Ehrenholz, CEO Dynaudio Group

“Music is unbounded. As a musician or a music enthusiast –
people all around the world are united by music. This passion also
unites Dynaudio as a company and serves as our motivation to
always achieve the best possible music reproduction.”
Wilfried Ehrenholz, CEO Dynaudio Group

Music is indeed boundless and transcends all lingual and cultural borders. Anyone who loves music wants not just to hear
it, but to experience it: authentically, naturally and dynamically. Music lovers all across the globe have discovered Dynaudio
sound quality and through it have experienced being closer to the music. Thanks to Dynaudio and its advanced loudspeakers,
Skanderborg is now known all around the world.
The Dynaudio Home Systems hi-fi and home theatre models are the most popular
and many have become highly sought-after audiophile classics. Dynaudio’s superlative
sound quality is also in demand in studios: The company has become renowned for
its Professional division’s active monitors, with sound engineers at the world’s
preeminent recording studios relying on Dynaudio technology. The demanding
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and international TV production company
Danish Radio (DR) are both examples of prominent clients that have chosen
Dynaudio Acoustics loudspeakers as the reference standard for their advanced
production facilities. Listening to music in a car has also become much more qualityoriented, and in response to this demand, Dynaudio established its Automotive

division, offering a complete range of high-end mobile audio loudspeakers for aftermarket installation, setting a new, higher standard of performance for the industry.
Dynaudio has also co-operated with Volvo over the past decade, and today provides a
factory Premium Sound System for all Volvo vehicles. In collaboration with Volkswagen,
Dynaudio developed a unique high-end sound system that set new benchmarks for
factory-fitted automotive entertainment systems. Most recently, the company entered
the multimedia market, bringing its premium sound quality to computer, gaming, and
portable audio player applications, taking their performance to the highest level. Everyone who loves music not only wants to hear it, but to experience it – and now they can.
Everywhere.
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Most loudspeakers strike no chord.

Only very few loudspeakers can reproduce music dynamically. Dynaudio loudspeakers let you experience music’s true vibrancy,
bringing back the excitement of music – by striking all chords.
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To play music authentically, more than technique is required. Only one who can control an instrument intuitively is able to truly
breathe life into music. This applies to loudspeaker designers in the same manner as musicians, and is exactly what matters
most to us in Skanderborg. There are only a few loudspeaker companies who are able to control the manufacturing technique
and process, and even fewer can in fact breathe life into music.
Knowing, hearing, feeling – these are seemingly different concepts, but they are
clearly linked with each other. Dynaudio engineers not only develop loudspeakers:
they invest in fundamental research and development into psychoacoustics, mechanics,
and electrodynamics while also cooperating with universities and scientific institutes
on these advanced studies. The ability to recognize and understand technological
relations allows one to turn this knowledge into an improvement in sound quality.
Modern analysis and simulation tools help us improve and optimize loudspeaker
construction. But the true creation of a speaker begins and ends with intense acoustic

tests and comparisons. Even models which could be considered thoroughly developed
undergo final fine tuning and further optimization at Dynaudio. The company relies on
one of the most highly sensitive analysis tools: the human ear, because essentially
it’s all about music, and music can only be discerned with our senses. To interpret an
emotion into technological reason in order to further improve a loudspeaker is both
engineering and a human work of genius. This is exactly what links Dynaudio with
great musicians – perfectly controlling an instrument technically and intuitively to bring
music to life.

“We always take the best, and then we improve it.”
Mark Thorup, Dynaudio Concept Manager
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“In a loudspeaker, perfection is in the details.
And behind every detail there are deeper nuances.
It is somehow similar to music.”
Lars Sejr Kristensen,
Dynaudio Research & Development Director

As with many sought-after objects, what makes them desirable is not readily apparent. A Stradivarius may initially be seen
as just a violin – it is only seen as a work of art after close inspection of its intricate features. Along this vein, Dynaudio loudspeakers reveal their unique design and outstanding character upon closer inspection.
The principle of a loudspeaker’s operation is by nature quite straightforward: air is stimulated by the drivers to produce sound waves, which are then discerned by our ears. The
better the control of the speaker’s driver movement, the better the resulting sound will be.
When it comes to reproducing music, however, things are not always simple. There are
over 1,200 different musical instruments known to man, and more than 1,000 musical notes in existence – from C2 to e7 – while additional notes are found in the musical
scales of other cultures. The deepest fundamental organ notes reach down to 8 Hz,
while in contrast a triangle’s highest frequency harmonics extend beyond 18,000 Hz.
This is just one example of the degree and variance involved in exciting air to reproduce
sound. As complex as this appears, our sense of hearing and the ear’s ability to discern
spatial cues and three-dimensionality is even more sophisticated, perhaps being our most
developed sense. In order for a loudspeaker to reproduce sound in an absolutely natural
and authentic manner, a wide range of intricate details must be taken into consideration
and addressed. Precise sound originates from the core of any loudspeaker, and the heart
of any loudspeaker is the driver. No company has perfected loudspeaker drivers to the
same extent as Dynaudio.

Dynaudio has refined every single driver parameter and detail to the utmost degree.
Dynaudio mid-range and woofer membranes are constructed from a proprietary material
the company developed in-house, and are precisely shaped in an optimized geometry in
order to accurately reproduce sound effortlessly and naturally. The voice coil, essential to
move the driver membrane, has been made exceptionally light in order to enable ultra-fast
movements. At the same time, these movements must be precisely controlled; therefore
an incredibly powerful magnet in an unconventional alignment is employed to drive the coil.
Dynaudio is widely recognized for its now-legendary high frequency drivers. The company
has perfected the soft-dome tweeter topology, where the sound-radiating surface area is
a fine, specially-coated fabric dome. Again, ultra-light voice coils and extremely powerful
magnets are utilized to deliver the clearest notes with the highest level of resolution, detail,
and transparency. With their silky-smooth sound, Dynaudio tweeters are regarded as the
finest high frequency drivers available anywhere. There are numerous details in all drivers
that company engineers have further optimized, fine tuning each and every facet. These
details and the extreme refinements themselves are not always apparent or visible – but
one can surely hear the benefits in the resulting sound quality.
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Dynaudio’s developments and technologies are similar to a fine orchestra, where every musician is a specialist. Every instrument is
tion of our exceptional technologies recreates music naturally and authentically.

Magnesium silicate polymer membrane
The exclusive driver membrane is an immediately visible and characteristic feature of
Dynaudio loudspeakers. For bass and mid-range units, the company uses a proprietary
composite of magnesium silicate polymer (MSP), a material that combines low mass,
high rigidity, and ideal internal damping properties. Formed in a special manufacturing
process, this membrane is a unique design with the distinctive, geometrically optimized
form of the cone further enabling smooth sound dispersion.

must be housed together in a highly rigid frame: the driver basket. Dynaudio primarily utilizes low-resonance, highly warp-resistant baskets made of die-cast aluminium. Due to the
stiffness of this non-magnetic material, the basket can be designed with aerodynamically
formed ribs to reduce air compression behind the moving membrane. Another advantage is
its long-term resistance against thermal, mechanical or other external influences. For many
years, Dynaudio was the only manufacturer to consider aerodynamic improvement of the
driver basket. The extraordinary endurance and especially unvarying sound quality characteristics of the Dynaudio driver are a result of the innovative and solid basket construction.

Coated soft dome tweeter

CNC machining

The best material for a tweeter is experience: Dynaudio has relied on silk soft-dome tweeters
for recreating high frequencies since the company was founded, continuously improving and
perfecting the soft-dome principle over the years. Dynaudio tweeter designs require a timeconsuming, labor-intensive manufacturing process where the fine fabric diaphragm is shaped
into a dome and is then treated with a specially formulated coating. As a further refinement,
the tweeter’s aluminium voice-coil is suspended in a magnetic oil, which increases power
handling while also improving the dome’s excursion. The result is the celebrated Dynaudio
tweeter, which, thanks to its incomparable performance, is commonly regarded as one of
the very best drivers in the world. No other tweeter construction achieves such a high level
of balanced and natural frequency response.

Dynaudio loudspeaker baffles, tweeter housings, and many other parts are manufactured
using CNC machining (Computerized Numerical Control). Computer-programmed and
controlled by ultra-responsive sensors, precision to within a single micrometer (µm) can
be achieved with metal or wood materials. For example, multi-axial drilling machines
produce acoustically optimized baffle shapes and unique design details. Since Dynaudio
is one of the very few loudspeaker companies to carry out CNC machining completely inhouse, prototypes or experimental models can be conceptualized, designed digitally, and
then immediately produced. Only with this deep vertical integration can extensive quality
improvements and optimizations be continuously implemented.
Center magnet system

Furniture-grade cabinets
Dynaudio finishes most models in expressive real-wood veneers. The Danish tradition of
craftsmanship drives the meticulous process of selecting and matching veneers from the
finest woods available, followed by careful sanding, polishing and coating. Additional internal damping, strengthening, and bracing in critical sections substantially reduces unwanted
resonance. The highly sophisticated Dynaudio cabinets achieve a refined level of quality
only possible through many years of experience. At the same time, the company cares
greatly about natural resources and exclusively uses environmentally-friendly materials
and non-endangered woods throughout the entire production process.

The Dynaudio center magnet system yields a compact yet powerful driver system. Its
strong suit is the alignment: with the magnet positioned inside the voice coil, a larger
and more homogenous magnetic field can be utilized, with less magnetic radiation from
the inner magnet. This exceptional technology has the further benefit of symmetry,
since the use of two magnet rings above each other enables a totally symmetrical pole
piece design, making the driver coil induction constant in any voice coil position. This
results in an extremely precise and symmetric voice coil movement for exact signal
reproduction – even at higher volumes.
Vented magnet system

Die-cast aluminium baskets
A loudspeaker driver consists of many different moving parts: A magnet powers a voice coil,
which moves the diaphragm. The membrane is supported in a flexible assembly, surrounded by a supple rubber ring. In order to perform in a controlled manner, all of these parts
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Dynaudio tweeters, mid-range and bass drivers benefit from venting of the otherwise nearly
sealed compartments between the magnets and diaphragms. The Dynaudio center magnet
system reduces the reflection surface behind the woofer cone, while the extremely rigid
die-cast aluminium baskets are optimally shaped to further eliminate air turbulence and

perfectly tuned, and music can only come to life by playing together in time and in tune. With Dynaudio, a harmonious combina-

resonance. Dynaudio tweeters include a special damping chamber integrated into the
rear of the construction, deadening any back-wave energy through an acoustic absorber.
The advantages include high power handling and unimpeded excursion of cones and
domes.
Aluminium voice coils
A distinct and major Dynaudio innovation is the use of pure aluminium wire for voice coils.
In comparison to the more commonly used and much heavier copper alternative, aluminium
allows for more windings and extraordinarily large diameter coils that remain extremely
light. By using aluminium instead of copper for a bass driver, it is possible to effectively
double the coil’s diameter without increasing its mass. Due to the thermal properties of
aluminium, cooling of the voice coil is dramatically improved as well. In combination with
the equally light voice coil former and powerful magnet materials used in Dynaudio designs,
cone excursion is much more controlled and the driver follows the music signal from the
amplifier with a remarkable sense of dynamics and accuracy.
Ferrofluid
The voice coil is positioned within the magnetic field of the tweeter magnet. When the
loudspeaker reproduces sound, the voice coil, powered by the amplifier current, moves at a
speed of up to 25,000 waves per second. To achieve a uniform movement, a magnetic fluid
called ferrofluid is used around the voice coil. Ferrofluid works like a subtle shock absorber
and eliminates excess energy. Due to the relatively high current and extremely fast movements, the voice coil is under constant thermal stress. The ferrofluid dissipates this heat,
while also increasing power handling capabilities. The frequency range of the Dynaudio
tweeter can thus be expanded while the frequency response remains smooth and linear,
delivering the highest resolution and most neutral sound reproduction.
High quality 1st order crossovers
Only the highest quality components, selected for their sonic properties, are utilized in
Dynaudio crossovers: carefully wound pure OFC (oxygen-free copper) air-coils, select
capacitors, and temperature-stable ceramic resistors. A Dynaudio crossover features
pure 1st order filters (6 dB/octave), which enable a superior transient response and can
only be effectively used with the ultra-linear frequency response of the Dynaudio drivers.
Another Dynaudio area of expertise is impedance correction, making a perfect combination possible with virtually all amplifiers.

Dynaudio directivity control
The distinctive driver symmetry with two mirrored drive units is an unmistakable
characteristic of the Dynaudio directivity control (DDC) technology. After years of
development experience with Dynaudio professional studio monitor loudspeakers,
it became clear that many recordings are of superb quality but, due to listening
room acoustics, the potential of these recordings could not be fully experienced.
In particular, reflections from floor and ceiling boundaries interfere with a faithful,
realistic sonic reproduction because of distortions and added time delays. With
DDC, Dynaudio has created a technology that effectively reduces these effects.
The vertical symmetrical drive unit array and elaborate crossover topology reduce
the energy dispersed to the floor and ceiling by approximately 75 percent. The
controlled vertical dispersion makes the loudspeaker far less dependent on the
room and much less influenced by positioning as compared to conventional designs.
DDC isn’t simply arranging the drivers in a symmetrical array. For DDC to succeed,
every single detail – from each drive unit to the crossover – must be individually
tailored and optimized for this concept. With two tweeters, two mid-range drivers
and, depending on the model, two or four woofers, each drive unit complements its
identical counterpart in frequency response and phase relationship in such a manner
that a carefully defined dispersion characteristic is achieved. This intricate matching
is repeated once again for each loudspeaker pair to work together in tandem. DDC
is an impressive example of the innovative Dynaudio methodology for loudspeaker
design and is truly without equal.
Dynaudio fine tuning
It is not just technology that sets a Dynaudio loudspeaker apart from conventional offerings. It is also meticulous fine tuning. Every Dynaudio model is fine-tuned in extensive,
time-consuming listening tests. Dynaudio even developed its own amplifier, the Arbiter,
solely for this task, to ensure that they are not restricted by any one manufacturer’s
design. Extraordinary power reserves, a frequency bandwidth at the edge of what is
technically possible, the exacting use of absolutely sonically accurate components and
circuits, and a unique power supply that remains completely free from mains noise are
just a few qualities of Dynaudio’s ultimate amplifier development. The true sound quality
of a loudspeaker can be judged using this virtually priceless reference amplifier. After a
Dynaudio design has been fine-tuned, it is subjected to the Arbiter. Only after passing
this most difficult test is it ensured that the authentic sound quality of a Dynaudio loudspeaker can be experienced – at home or in a studio.
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State-of-the-art manufacturing technology and proprietary innovations are essential to Dynaudio: One example is the time-consuming process
of winding the aluminium wire voice coil and forming the MSP membrane.

Time and experience drive the meticulous process of selecting and matching the fine natural-wood
veneers, and later careful sanding and finishing of the cabinets.

There is a reason for our wide range of models. Individual taste and homes are very different. For example, the
Confidence C2 features DDC technology to provide a musical experience virtually unaffected by room acoustics
and boundary reflections, whereas the Focus 110 delivers sheer musical delight in a classic, timeless, and
compact loudspeaker shape.

Sound living – Slim-line floor loudspeakers, compact on-wall speakers, and discreet in-wall and
in-ceiling models allow for authentic sound quality in any stylish home.

Accent 3, Accent 3 MKII, Aries, Audience 5, Audience 7, Audience 8, Audience 9, Audience 10, Audience 15, Audience 20, Audience 40, Audience 42, Audience 42 C, Audience 42 W, Audience 42 sat, Audience 50, Audience 52, Audience 52 SE,
Axis 5, Compound 2, Compound 3, Compound 3 MKII, Compound 4, Compound 5, Confidence 3, Confidence 5, Confidence C1, Confidence C2, Confidence C4, Confidence Center, Consequence, Consequence MK II, Contour 1, Contour 1 MKII,
Contour S 5.4, Contour Center, Contour SC, Contour SCX, Contour SR, Contour SUB, Crafft, DM 2/7,DM 2/8, DM 2/10, Dynaudio 80, Dynaudio 100, Dynaudio 200, Dynaudio 300, Dynaudio 400, Dynaudio 500, Evidence Master, Evidence
Mirage, MSP 80, MSP 100, MSP 110, MSP 200, MSP 220, MSP 300, MSP 330, MSP 400, P 16, P 21, P 31, P 46, P 76, Pentamyd 3/75, Pentamyd 3/100, Profil 4, SAPPHIRE, Sirius, Special One, Special Twenty-Five, SUB 250, SUB 250 SAT, SUB 300, SUB 500, Twynn, 	Xe

1978 Dynaudio 100

1983 Consequence

1986 Compound 4

1989 Special One

1998 Contour 1.3 SE

Every forward-thinking company also likes to look back on an accomplished past. So do we. Each Dynaudio loudspeaker has been a
quality and exquisite finishes.
The first Dynaudio loudspeakers were a revelation when they premiered. True
technological innovations were concealed inside the classically shaped, unusually
solid real-wood veneer cabinets crafted in Denmark. These ground-breaking innovations were clearly ahead of their time: Phase and transient response research was a
sound-relevant field completely ignored by other manufacturers. Dynaudio’s research
verified, against common belief, that a linear frequency response was not the only
parameter defining a good loudspeaker. Ideal timing and dynamic characteristics
were deemed equally as important by Dynaudio. In 1977, the company’s P-Series
implemented some of these findings, and in the early 1980’s the Dynaudio 80, 100,
and 200 models brought the Dynaudio R&D efforts to life. The young company’s early
era was crowned in 1983 when a true loudspeaker milestone was born: The Consequence. Available by special request to this day, this no-compromise statement loudspeaker is not only highly respected for its incredible sound quality, it is in fact one of
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the world’s best-selling high-end loudspeakers ever. The Dynaudio Compound series
was another technical milestone. It featured extraordinary innovations like a second,
internal bass driver and an acoustic air flow resistor called a Variovent. Additionally,
the finish of the real-wood cabinets, made at Dynaudio’s own cabinet works in Urhoj,
Denmark, reached a furniture-grade quality level that was entirely exceptional and
rare. In 1989, Dynaudio presented an extraordinary research project: What could be
achieved by integrating only the very best drivers, materials, and components, but in
a very small cabinet? The answer was the Special One – the very first truly high-end
compact monitor. A similar concept, but incorporating new and more advanced drivers, was behind the development of the legendary Contour 1.3 SE. It soon became
the benchmark for other companies, and even today it remains synonymous with the
ideal of a classic high-end stand-mounted speaker. The Contour series was one of
the most successful audiophile loudspeaker lines, underscored by the fact that first

Audience 52 STP, Audience 60, Audience 62, Audience 70, Audience 72, Audience 72 SE, Audience 80, Audience 82, Audience Center, Audience C 120+, Audience LR 120+, Audience 122, Audience 122 C, Audience Sub 20A, Audience Sub 30A,
Contour 1.1, Contour 1.3, Contour 1.3 MKII, Contour 1.3 SE, Contour S 1.4, Contour 1.8, Contour 1.8 MKII, Contour 2, Contour 2 MKII ,Contour T 2.1, Contour T 2.5, Contour 2.8, Contour 3.0, Contour 3.3, Contour S 3.4, Contour 4,
Center, Evidence Temptation, EXCITE X12, EXCITE X16, EXCITE X22, EXCITE X32, EXCITE X36, Facette, Finale, Foccus, Focus 110, Focus 140, Focus 200 C, Focus 220, Gemini, Image, IC 17, IP 17, IP 24, Jadee, JUNIOR, MC15, Sub 250 MC, Micron,
	Xennon 2, Xennon 3/75, Xennon 3/100

1999 Evidence Master

2002 Confidence C2

2003 Contour S 3.4

2006 Focus 220

2008 Excite X12

milestone in the history of loudspeakers. Many models became real classics and still excite music lovers with their undiminished sound

generation models were sold for over 15 years before the range was updated. During
this same period, one of the first design-oriented high-end loudspeakers was born:
the distinctively shaped Dynaudio Facette. Dynaudio entered another new market for
the first time in the 90’s: The Audience series models were more affordable, but without any compromises in sound quality. The following two Audience series generations
also marked the entry into the realm of Dynaudio sound quality, while representing
the pinnacle of value and performance in their class. At the end of the century,
Dynaudio presented the most ambitious, most advanced loudspeaker of the company’s history: The Evidence. Never before had a loudspeaker come this close to musical authenticity. The Evidence was soon widely regarded as the best loudspeaker in
the world. Even today, it remains the reference standard for many hi-fi magazines. A
new chapter of the Dynaudio story began in 2002: The innovative Confidence series
embodies a new sound architecture, combining the completely new Esotar² driver

technology and a distinctive, slim-line design. A special cabinet is also characteristic of the second generation Contour series that followed, as this range employs a
resonance-damping, metal-reinforced baffle to provide excellent performance even at
the highest volumes. In 2005, Dynaudio introduced today’s most successful range –
the Focus series. It features further improved drive units but has a more classic and
traditional yet still contemporary hi-fi loudspeaker shape. The two Dynaudio anniversary models, the highly acclaimed 25th anniversary model introduced in 2002, the
Special Twenty-Five, and 2007’s strictly limited Sapphire 30th anniversary version,
are a bit more exclusive and rare.
Dynaudio has expanded its model range and technological variety even further with
the MC15 Multimedia division loudspeaker and the slender new Excite series, which
offers improved compatibility with modern audio and video systems, allowing for a
truly high-end listening experience in a wide range of home entertainment systems.
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There are only a few people who take loudspeakers as seriously as Dynaudio does: The critics. Professional reviewers of
audio and music magazines all over the world listen to, compare, and judge all available loudspeakers, again and again.
Which is good for us.

“The Dynaudio Confidence C2 may be
the first speaker you love not only for
what it does, but also for what it is.”
Brent Butterworth,
Home Entertainment Magazine,
December 2003, USA

“The perfection that is achieved by these
Danes is clear when you look at the
measurements. The Sapphire is one of
the most linear loudspeakers Stereoplay
has ever measured.”
Wolfram Eifert,
Stereoplay, January 2008, Germany

“Clean and noble performance with
exceptionally balanced sound. Dynaudio
has seemingly succeeded to innovate a
loudspeaker system.”

“When it comes time for the Evidences
to be returned, I will definitely miss them.”
Larry Greenhill,
Stereophile, May 2000, USA

“I warned you that these speakers gave me
so much musical pleasure, my judgments
may be colored. Indeed, I’m so involved that
I am teetering on the verge of buying them.“
Anthony H. Cordesman,
The Absolute Sound, Issue 134, 2002, USA

Takahito Miura,
Stereo Sound, January 2008, Japan

“The feeling of being present at the event
has almost never before been so intense.
So real, it is almost frightning.”

“This is the difference between top-class
hifi and the sphere of real magic, which is
reserved for very few products.”

“I already let Dynaudio know
that they should not think of
getting these little gems back.”

Lasse Svendsen,
Lyd & Bilde, July 2004, Norway

Matthias Böde,
Stereo, Special Twenty-Five review,
October 2002, Germany

Wilfried Kress,
hifi&records, 2/2006, Germany
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Most loudspeakers miss a note.

Very few music enthusiasts have ever experienced the full diversity of sound. With Dynaudio you can enjoy all of the fine musical
nuances that many other loudspeakers simply can’t reproduce. Because only a loudspeaker that is around at the very beginning
of the process where music is created and recorded can truly sound complete, delivering all the details of each and every note.
Dynaudio is perfectly at home with all of music’s diversity.
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Music productions IN DYNAUDIO EQUIPPED STUDIOS: Aaron Neville, Adele, All Saints, Amy Grant, Amy Winehouse, Andrew Ridgeley, Andy Hunter, Annie Lennox, Arctic Monkeys, Athlete, Babybird, Banderas, Beta Band, Beth Neilson Chapman,
Beth Orton, Beverley Knight, Biffy Clyro, Big Brovaz, Bjork, Blur, Bon Jovi, Brand New Heavies, Brian McFadden, Broken Dolls, Bros single, Bryan Adams, Busted, Byan Adams, Carleen Anderson, Chaka Khan, Charlatans, Clearlake, Coldplay,
Coldplay, Corinne Bailey Rae, Craig Armstrong, Craig David, David Bowie, David Bowie & Pet Shop Boys, David Holmes and the Free Association, DeboraH Harry, Devendra Banhart, Dire Straits, Dusty Springfield, East 17, Editors, El Presidente,
Elastica, Electronic, Elvis Costello, EMF, Eric Clapton, Everlife, Faith Hill, Family Stand, Feeder, Finley Quaye, Fugees, Galliano, Gene, George Michael, Goldfrapp, Gorillaz, Herbert Grönemeyer, Herbie Hancock, Howard Jones, Icicle Works,
Incognito, Jamie Cullum, Jeff Beck, Jimmy Sommerville, Joni Mitchell, Kasabian, Kate Bush, Kip Winger, Kylie Minogue, Ladytron, LeAnn Rimes, Leela James, Lemar, Lisa Stansfield, Live 8, Livingston Taylor, Ludacris, Madonna, Manic Street Preachers,
Mansun, Manuva, Marc Almond, Marianne Faithfull, Mark Morrison, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Massive, Mattafix, Maxwell, MC Hammer, Mica Paris, Michael Ball, Michael W. Smith, Misty Oldland, Monaco, Morning Runner, Natalie Grant, Natalie
Imbruglia, Nellie Hooper, New Edition, New Order, Nightmares On Wax, Nine Black Alps, No Doubt, OMD, Pasadenas, Paul McCartney, Paul Weller, Paul Young Album, Paulo Nutini, Peter Gabriel, Pop Will Eat Itself, Properganda album, Pulp, Rachel
Stevens, Radar, Radiohead, Red Car and Blue Car, Robbie Williams, Roddy Frame, Ronan Keating, Roots, Senseless Things, Simply Red, Siouxsie & the banshees, Sneaker Pimps, Sophie Ellis Bexter, Soul II Soul, Space, Stacie Orrico, Starsailor,
Status Quo, Subsonic 2, Suede, Sugababes, Sundays, Take That, Tanita Tikaram, Tears For Fears, Tesla, Texas, The 411, The Beloved, The Black Eyed Peas, The Duels, The Farm, The Guillemots, The Infadels, The Jesus & Mary Chain, The Leaves, The
Lightning Seeds, The Montrose Avenue, The Pretenders, The Spice Girls, The Tears, The Yellow Monkeys, Tina Turner, Tom Jones, Tom Petty, Tongue in Cheek, Travis, Tricky, U2, Worlds Apart, Zuc-chero & Paul Young, … Film productions IN
DYNAUDIO EQUIPPED STUDIOS: AVP: Alien Versus Predator, Batman Begins, Big Fish, Bridget Jones‘s Diary, Casino Royale, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, Chicago, Doom, 007 - Die Another Day, Gangs of New York, Gladiator, Harry Potter and the
Philosophers Stone, Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, Kingdom of Heaven, King Arthur, Lord of the Rings, Lost Highway, Love Actually, Madagascar, Matrix, Moulin Rouge, Nanny McPhee, Pirates of the Caribbean, Pride and Prejudice, Racing
Stripes, Ray, Resident Evil: Apocalypse, Romeo & Juliet, Shrek, Shrek 2, Shark Tale, She Hates Me, Tideland, The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, The Ring 2, Thunderbirds, Tomb Raider, V for Vendetta, Wallace & Gromit, … Games productions IN
DYNAUDIO EQUIPPED STUDIOS: BATTLESTATIONS MIDWAY, B-Boy, DESTROY ALL HUMANS, EA Games, GUMBALL 3000, HARRY POTTER and the Order of the Phoenix, HARRY POTTER and the Prisoner of Azkaban, HARRY POTTER and the Chamber of Secrets, KOMODO,
MARIO & SONIC at the Olympic Games, QUIDDITCH WORLD CUP, SCI GAMES, SUPERMAN - Superman saves the world again, TARZAN 2, THE CLUB, THE ITALIAN JOB, THE BITMAP BROTHERS, …

Paragon Studios, Nashville/Tennessee, USA

Professional

Recording engineers rely on one thing in over ten thousand studios worldwide: Dynaudio sound quality. Undistorted sound
reproduction and the highest level of reliability are essential to professional studios. And the finest musicians and artists only
trust recording studios with first-class reference monitors.
Once Dynaudio firmly established itself as a world-leader in high-end loudspeakers, first contacts were made with the professional studio industry. Leading recording
studios were excited about Dynaudio’s no-compromise approach, and with input from
renowned British studio designer Andy Munro, a separate product line was developed:
Dynaudio Acoustics. This new Dynaudio range was essential to fully meet the needs
of the professional market, as the specific requirements for recording studios differ
substantially from those of home audio systems. Both applications cannot be perfectly
served with identical products, despite the fact that both maintain the same basic yet
demanding requirement of achieving absolutely perfect sound reproduction. In the
studio, all the attention is on the artist. Shaped by voice and tone, nothing less than
a perfect rendition of his or her vision is demanded. It is obvious that all the energy
spent at this stage is fully justified as at the end of the recording session, after going
through various stages of mixing and editing, we finally have an album by the artist

that will enthral fans around the world. This necessitated developing loudspeakers
with innovative digital amplification and ideal near-field properties that are commended
by both artists and recording engineers alike. All around the world, nearly 40,000
Dynaudio active monitors are installed every year, epitomizing sonic neutrality. Some
of the most prominent studios, including the esteemed Air Studios and Mayfair Studios
as well as the legendary Abbey Road Studios in London, England, the NRG Studios in
Hollywood, California, and Paragon Studios in Nashville, Tennessee, rely on Dynaudio
technology. As mentioned earlier, BBC Radio & Music selected Dynaudio loudspeakers as the reference monitor for their new UK and international production facilities,
while the Danish Broadcasting Corporation (DR) chose to order more than 500 Dynaudio
Acoustics monitors for their all-new multimedia facility, DR-BYEN in Copenhagen,
Denmark. Furthermore, many sound designers in the multimedia sector create their
audiovisual experiences on Dynaudio monitors.

“We’ve experienced some loudspeakers
that just couldn’t reproduce those sounds
correctly. The Dynaudio monitors allow us to
create higher quality content.”

“After testing several high-end monitors using
a/b listening, the choice was pretty obvious.
The Dynaudio monitors are honest, great in
revealing details, while also comfortable
even after 8 hours of work.”

“We chose Dynaudio models in both of our
mixing rooms. We listened to many other
monitors – these sounded great right out
of the box. They are the best sounding
monitors we have ever worked with.”

Nobuhira Hirano,
Half HP Studio, Tokyo, Japan

Daniel Fossum,
Digitalfabriken Mastering, Gothenburg, Sweden

Mitch Roby, Mixopolis,
New York, USA
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Home Systems

Life-like sound – perfectly natural, realistic, and dynamic; tonal accuracy without any harshness or booming; each Dynaudio
model offers an incomparable musical experience.
It doesn’t matter whether one prefers listening to jazz, pop, rock, classical music or
the latest movie surround-sound effects. It doesn’t even matter whether the source or
format is CD, DVD, Internet radio or vinyl. The balance and naturalness of the sonic reproduction is what dictates whether one just hears sound or truly experiences and feels
music. Music is relived with Dynaudio loudspeakers. To reach this level of performance,
innovation and experience converge in Dynaudio’s own technological developments,
setting Dynaudio models apart from other loudspeakers. Every Dynaudio model is not

only a combination of highly developed technology. It is also refined with expressive
wood veneers or exquisite lacquers. Dynaudio’s expertise in cabinet manufacturing
has been established over many years, achieving an excellent quality that lasts for
decades. The model diversity covers everything from Evidence reference loudspeakers
to classic bookshelf or floor models, as well as very compact on-wall or discreet custom
installation speakers. Experience the difference at your Dynaudio specialist retailer,
then relive your favorite music in the comfort of your own home.

“I could sit and enjoy music with my Dynaudio loudspeakers for
hours, even for days. But there are other things to do in life, for
example listening to the Dynaudio system in my car.”
Marco Wilbois,
Dynaudio owner and music enthusiast, Paschel, Germany
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Multimedia

Dynaudio Multimedia defines a new standard of sound quality in multimedia applications. For the first time the unique
Dynaudio technology and Dynaudio sound quality are available for office, creative, gaming, and portable audio.
When listening to MP3, WMA or AAC audio files, most people miss the most important thing: The music. The main reason is not the compressed formats, but rather the
mediocre loudspeakers that are typical of portable media players, notebooks, and
computers. Most players and soundcards are capable of much more – definitely
more than common desktop speakers could ever deliver. Listening to music in its
full splendour; playing video soundtracks and audio files in flawless perfection;
experiencing gaming with an exciting three-dimensional soundstage; and bringing

convincing sound quality to computer media: The Dynaudio models are no ordinary
multimedia loudspeakers. They are indeed much more – a new MP3 player, a new
gaming console, a new workstation. This is an astonishing upgrade that will allow
the maximum sound quality potential of any software or hardware to be truly heard
and experienced for the first time. Creativity, gaming and even business work, all
with new passion. Dynaudio Multimedia takes sound to a new, higher level of
performance.

“Dynaudio has managed that rarest of things: proper hi-fi sound from a
multimedia speaker system.”
What Hi-Fi?, February 2008, MC15 review
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Automotive: Car Hifi

Dynaudio Automotive brings the Dynaudio sound experience into mobile audio: authentic fidelity in your own car. Either via
dedicated sound systems developed for select Volvo and Volkswagen vehicles, or through Dynaudio aftermarket installation
drivers for any car.
A primary objective in the development of the Dynaudio automotive loudspeaker
models was to combine the qualitative performance attributes and off-axis response
of the company‘s award-winning home audio models with the excellent near field
response and refinement of the company‘s dedicated studio monitors into a range of
products that would be ideally suited to bring advanced Dynaudio sound quality into
the vehicle. Designing a high-performance sound system for a car interior is far more
complex and demanding than developing a quality home audio system. Besides meeting the most fundamental objective – sound quality – the system must deal with other
considerations such as extreme temperature variations, strong mechanical vibrations

and greatly varying levels of ambient noise. Dynaudio determined that the only way
to properly address this market was to develop a range of drivers with parameters
specifically designed for and tailored to the car audio environment and the acoustics.
The available dedicated two-way or three-way systems afford further fine-tuning and
complete flexibility, allowing the system drivers to realize their highest performance
capabilities. All drivers are available individually as separate components to
accommodate more highly customized multi-driver installations. All while delivering
a level of sound quality and performance that is instantly recognizable as that of a
true Dynaudio loudspeaker system – in every car.

“The Dynaudio system provided authentic and stress-free sound –
reference class!”
Holger Seybold, autohifi, 4/2007, Germany
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Please note that the Dynaudio Sound System option may not be available in every market.

Automotive: Volvo

First-class audio entertainment is already a Volvo tradition. Not only was Volvo the first carmaker ever to install a Dolby Pro
Logic™ surround system in a vehicle, but back in 1997 it was the first to seek a true loudspeaker specialist to develop a
genuine, factory-fitted high-end sound system.
Volvo found this partner in Dynaudio and the resulting audio system was soon regarded
as one of the finest automotive sound systems ever developed. In 2001, the C70 was
awarded the “Best Car Stereo System” accolade by the influential American luxury
lifestyle publication Robb Report for having the best factory-fitted sound system. The
Volvo S80 model followed soon after, bringing Dynaudio sound quality to the luxury sedan
class for the first time. Dynaudio introduced the next generation Volvo factory-fitted sound

system in 2006, when Volvo released the successor to the C70. Like the vehicle itself, the
new C70 Premium Sound System surpasses the benchmark set by its predecessor. Subsequent projects followed: the all-new Volvo S80 and V70, the XC90 SUV, the compact
C30, the entry-level S40 and V50, the all-terrain station wagon XC70 and the cross-over
model XC60. And that is not all: Dynaudio and the Swedish car manufacturer will extend
the availability of the Premium Sound System to all future Volvo models.

“By a total of 12 Dynaudio loudspeakers all passengers
are immersed into a wonderfully spacious sound scenery”
Carsten Barnbeck,
STEREO review of the Volvo C70, 1/2007, Germany
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Please note that the Dynaudio Sound System option may not be available in every market.

Automotive: Volkswagen

Volkswagen searched for a real audio specialist – and in 2002 they turned to Dynaudio to develop a benchmark sound system for
the next generation Passat. Inspiring owners and car magazine test drivers alike, the resulting high-end sound system redefined
the level of sound quality from a factory-fitted stereo system. This tremendous success marked the beginning of a long-term
collaboration between Dynaudio and Volkswagen.
Working closely with the Volkswagen development team, Dynaudio is involved in the design of the entire sound system from the very early stages. Being involved so early meant
that the Dynaudio engineers could optimize the location, mounting, and housing of all
components and precision-tailor the amplifiers and associated circuitry in order to achieve
the best possible performance. The end result is a sound system that has been perfectly
integrated, both sonically and aesthetically – discreet Dynaudio logos are the only visible

clues. The combination of ten Dynaudio loudspeaker drivers powered by state-of-theart digital amplifiers using digital sound processing (DSP) technology provides a sound
experience previously unheard of. This authentic sound quality is achieved by individually
designing and adapting the loudspeakers and amplifiers for the Volkswagen Passat and
Passat CC, Eos, Touareg, Tiguan, Multivan, Scirocco, and the new generation of Golf
models. And this collaboration has only just begun.

“Nearly no other car hi-fi system kicks off so impulsive and detailed.”
Alexander Bloch,
autohifi review of the Volkswagen Passat, 2005, Germany
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Dynaudio is more than a brand, more than a company, more than a product. Dynaudio was founded over 30 years ago as a
dream of uncompromising music enthusiasts. They merged their vision with their technical knowledge, and they turned this
dream into reality with real passion.
Even today, Dynaudio never tries to follow market trends or fads, but instead develops
high-grade loudspeakers for music enthusiasts who have the highest expectations.
Sound trends from a specific region will never be considered, nor will any hyped
technology ideas or materials lacking true substance be considered. The single most
important thing is creating authentic music reproduction that touches your soul, and we
combine that with a perfectly finished product. With this intention, the company’s philosophy becomes an audible experience – and that is exactly what Dynaudio promises
with its claim to “relive music”. There are people who share this experience all over the
globe. This has made Dynaudio one of the world’s largest high-end loudspeaker manufacturers, but without being a mass-market product or a product for the masses. Due
to the company size, Dynaudio is better positioned to research deeper, develop further,
and dramatically improve quality, all of this to create unique and innovative loudspeaker
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concepts. The results of today’s reality extend well beyond the original dream. In the
future, Dynaudio will remain true to itself and similarly true to the love of music – even
when the market environment is constantly changing. As the technologies for transferring or storing music and movies have evolved, not every one is perfected when it is
introduced. But in this ever changing environment, the use of Dynaudio loudspeakers
is becoming more versatile and extends beyond the traditional hi-fi stereo setup, allowing one to get the most out of each and every playback format. Music is enjoyed in a
wide range of settings – at home, in a professional studio, at a multimedia workstation,
or in a car. But wherever music enthusiasts demand high quality music, Dynaudio will
have innovative solutions. No matter which electronic or digital technologies will be
developed – nothing else but a straightforward loudspeaker can communicate the
most important thing: The love of music.
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Comfort Sphere / Komfortkugel by Volkswagen, Dynaudio Audiosystem, red dot design award 2006

Relive music.
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